SAN FRANCISCO GAY MEN’S CHORUS CAMPUS VISIT

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12

Join the San Francisco Gay Men’s Chorus for an afternoon of breakout sessions covering a variety of topics relating to the LGBTQ+ community!

- LGBTQ+ NETWORKING KICK-OFF LUNCHEON
  11AM-1PM // MARY GREER ROOM, HODGES LIBRARY

- INTERFAITH CELEBRATION OF UNITY
  12:30PM-2PM // WESLEY FOUNDATION

- PrEP BOOTCAMP: THE SCIENCE OF HIV PREVENTION
  1PM-2:30PM // STUDENT HEALTH CENTER 206A

- FITTING IN WHILE GOING WITHOUT: SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND THE LGBT COMMUNITY
  1PM-1:45PM // STUDENT HEALTH CENTER 206B

- TEN THINGS YOU CAN LEARN FROM TRANS PEOPLE IN YOUR COMMUNITY
  1PM-1:45PM // FRED BROWN HALL MULTIPURPOSE ROOM 146A

- POLITICAL ACTIVISM
  2PM-2:45PM // FRED BROWN HALL MULTIPURPOSE ROOM 146B

- INTERSECTIONS OF RACE, SOCIAL JUSTICE, AND BEING LGBTQ+
  2PM-2:45PM // FRIESON BLACK CULTURAL CENTER

FULL SESSION DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE AT PRIDECENTER.UTK.EDU